
SOLUTION OVERVIEWSimply powerful eDiscovery

Today, data volume and complexity are growing faster than ever 
before. The global regulatory environment is getting more, not less, 
complex. The result? Dramatic growth in the demand placed on  
legal teams often without comparable growth in available budget  
and resources. 

Lighthouse Spectra helps legal and compliance teams streamline 
and scale to meet this demand by integrating and orchestrating 
a unique combination of third-party software and proprietary 
technology into a single, easy-to-use, cloud-based platform that 
empowers better, faster, more accurate results across every stage  
of eDiscovery.

Sophisticated review made easy
The best review tech is powerful—but it’s also complex. Spectra abstracts that complexity in a  
review experience that provides all the capabilities of Nuix, Relativity, and Brainspace in an intuitive 
templatized approach. 

Data processing and transfer are automated on Spectra, eliminating error-prone, time-consuming  
workflows reducing the amount of time users spend on common data management tasks up to 80%. 

Cut data hosting costs by up to 70%
Spectra’s native file manager feature allows you to load just text and metadata into your review workspace 
for fast, full-fidelity data searching—sidelining native files until you can identify those that are relevant and 
needed for production purposes. The result is easy access and search of an entire data set post-deduplication, 
without the cost of hosting the related native files—a feature that saves Spectra clients an average of 70% in 
hosting costs. 

“Spectra is the future of 
eDiscovery...More well 
developed and beautifully 
executed than anything  
I’ve seen.”  
Director of eDiscovery at a  
large health services company

THE POWER TO REDUCE SERVICE HOURS BY 15X DESPITE A 7X INCREASE IN DATA
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Connect with us to see how Lighthouse can best support you.
020-3705-9970  |   lighthouseglobal.com   |   info_london@lighthouseglobal.com
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Designed to maximize usability  
and control
• Streamlined filtering and sorting make it easy to find the 

matter you’re looking for and the data you need to act—
reducing time spent navigating between matters and hunting 
for information.

• Customizable views allow you to create curated, session-by-
session matter views to organize matter data in the ways that 
best reflect your team’s needs.

• Simplified administration workflows make it easy to set up 
new matters, roles, and permissions without the need to log in 
separately to Relativity, Nuix, or any other software in use. 

• Robust in-app help centre and one-click Spectra support 
provide users the on-demand learning and training resources 
needed to ensure success in the tool.

Customized, consistent workflows
We work with you to ensure your Spectra Solution meets your specific needs including custom Relativity 
coding templates and built-in consistent workflows. This allows efficient matter creation on the front end,  
so your team has a consistent workflow every time you receive a new matter and kick it off in Spectra. 

Flexible engagement models to suit a range of needs
From completely do-it-yourself to full-service support, Lighthouse and Spectra offer the ability to flex up or 
down depending on specific needs of the moment. If a matter becomes too complex or large to manage 
in-house, matter management is easily transferred to full-service support all within your existing Spectra 
instance. Spectra Flex supports hybrid engagement models for clients that want to segment responsibility 
between internal teams and Lighthouse by task. 

The Lighthouse difference
The Spectra platform is built on best practices and technologies stemming from Lighthouse’s 25+ years in 
the legal services industry. It is the only end-to-end cloud solution that offers best-of-breed tools, includes 
sophisticated automation and customization, and is backed by an army of subject matter experts and project 
managers who are familiar with your workflow, standing at the ready when you need them. Load data, put 
automation to work, and lean on the full Lighthouse team when and where you need them.

Interested in discussing how Spectra can empower your legal team to achieve better, faster, more accurate 
results? We’d love to talk to you. Let our legal tech experts demonstrate what’s possible.

SOME OF THE WAYS 
THAT CURRENT CLIENTS 
ARE USING SPECTRA
• Internal Investigations

• Regulatory Compliance  
and Audit

• Early Case Assessment

• Continuous  
Multi-Modal Learning

• Data Subject Access Requests 
(DSARs)

• Construction Litigation

• Employment Litigation

• General eDiscovery


